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Fill out this form to seek pre-approval for hospitality, honorarium and recognition award costs. This information must be submitted at least 3 business days before the event to your program officer, for approval. Recipients must obtain pre-approval for these expenses to be considered eligible.
Hospitality for direct delivery to teachers or students that receive CanCode training, honorarium and recognition award for volunteers may be considered eligible costs in the “Other” cost category. Please note that hospitality needs to be in line with the National Joint Council (NJC) Allowances, available at NJC Directive. 
Report Period (e.g., April 1, 2022 to June 30, 2022):
CanCode Recipient Name and project number:
Total Estimated Hospitality Amount:
Total Estimated Honorarium Amount:
Total Estimated Recognition Award Amount: 
Hospitality
Date when Hospitality will be offered:
Who is the benefactor of the requested Hospitality expense?  (students stream or teachers stream)
Reason that hospitality will be offered?
Exactly what will be offered to benefactors? (Coffee, sandwiches, etc.)
How many participants (students and/or teachers) will the Hospitality event cover?
What is the estimated Hospitality cost per student or teacher?
Total cost of Hospitality being requested
Honorarium 
Date when honorarium will be given:
What is the reason for the honorarium? 
How many people will receive an honorarium?
Number of hours they contributed to your CanCode Project:
Nature of the volunteer work they provided for your CanCode project:
What will be offered as the honorarium? (bookstore gift card, etc.)
What is the exact cost per honorarium?
Total cost of honorarium being requested
Recognition Award
Date when recognition award(s) will be given
What is the reason for the recognition award? 
How many people will receive a recognition award?
Number of hours they contributed to your CanCode Project:
Nature of the work they provided for your CanCode project:
What will be offered as the recognition award? (bookstore gift card, etc.)
What is the exact cost per recognition award?
Total cost of the recognition awards being requested:
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